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AWARDS
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OVVO Optics has been awarded a prestigious 2020 Good Design Award for its innovative Junior Collection.
The Good Design Awards are one of Australia’s oldest and most esteemed honors. Spanning the fields of
engineering, architecture and fashion, winners must demonstrate excellence in social impact, innovation and design.
OVVO received the award for its Junior Collection, a series of colorful children’s frames that explore the possibilities of
spacecraft surgical steel and titanium in a pair of lightweight frames for kids and teens. The Junior Collection applies
OVVO’s eye for craftsmanship and technical expertise into five pairs of comfortable, stylish and long-lasting frames.
The jury praised the collection for its “high quality,” and called the hand-crafted frames a “well made and welldesigned product.”
“This is a great solution to the complex issue of varying face sizes in kids and teens,” read the jury’s remarks. “It’s
playful yet serious enough to not be too childish. The lightweight frames also make it easier for kids to get used to
wearing glasses.”

Designed in the USA and handmade in Europe, the Junior Collection features five unisex silhouettes. Three different
sizes and seven temple colors are available, making it easy to find a fit and option for every child. OVVO’s patented
screwless hinge is reworked for the frames’ smaller proportions, providing incredible flexibility and a flattering fit. As
with all OVVO frames, the Junior Collection is constructed from a premium, military-grade surgical steel and titanium
composite that is lab-tested for incredible durability. The company believes that a pair of glasses should hold up to
a child’s active lifestyle and that kids’ frames should be easy and fun to wear.
OVVO’s win is particularly significant as Good Design Australia received a record number of submissions this year.
OVVO’s Good Design Award follows its Red Dot Design Award in May for its Diamond-Like Carbon Collection.
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ABOUT OVVO
Founded in 2011, OVVO Optics creates high-performance, technologically advanced eyewear that meets the highest standards of durability,
style, and comfort. Family-owned and operated, each pair is hand-crafted in Europe, implementing patented innovations and award-winning
design in a meticulous production process that’s been refined over decades.

For more information, please visit ovvooptics.com and follow @ovvooptics on Facebook and Instagram.

